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( 57 ) ABSTRACT 

Provided is a wireless power receiver for powering or 
charging an electric or electronic device or battery or a 
mobile electronic system such as a vehicle or robot . The 
receiver may consist of or consist essentially of a receiver 
coil of a blade or thin solenoid shape / geometry that includes 
a larger surface in a first dimension and a smaller surface in 
a second and / or third dimension , which receives power 
inductively from a wireless charger . The charger may be a 
source of an alternating magnetic field to charge or power 
one or multiple wireless power receivers or devices having 
small surface areas or volumes . The receiver coil has the 
smaller surface facing a charging surface of the charger . The 
wireless charger may include a charger coil designed to 
provide a substantially uniform magnetic field over an area 
larger than 50 % of the charger surface . ( 52 ) 

7 Claims , 12 Drawing Sheets 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR POWERING vehicles have been developed . Such systems generally use a 
OR CHARGING SMALL - VOLUME OR wireless power charger or transmitter , in combination with 

SMALL - SURFACE RECEIVERS OR DEVICES a wireless power receiver , to provide a means for transfer of 
power . In some systems , the charger and receiver coil parts CLAIM OF PRIORITY AND 5 of the system are aligned and of comparable size . However , CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED in some applications , it would be preferable to use receiver APPLICATIONS coils or antennas that have smaller areas or volumes . These 
are the general areas that embodiments of the invention are This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica intended to address . tion Ser . No. 14 / 252,627 , titled “ SYSTEM AND METHOD 

FOR POWERING OR CHARGING RECEIVERS OR SUMMARY DEVICES HAVING SMALL SURFACE AREAS OR VOL 
UMES , ” filed Apr. 14 , 2014 , which claims priority to U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 811,638 , titled “ SYS Described herein are systems and methods for enabling 
TEM AND METHOD FOR POWERING OR CHARGING transfer of power , from a wireless charger or power supply , 
ONE OR MULTIPLE RECEIVERS OR DEVICES HAV- 15 to one or more receivers placed on or near the wireless 
ING SMALL SURFACE AREAS OR VOLUMES ” filed charger or power supply , including powering or charging 
Apr. 12 , 2013 ; and is related to U.S. Patent Publication No. one or multiple receivers or devices having small surface 
20130285604 ( U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 828,789 ) , areas or volumes . In accordance with an embodiment , a 
titled “ SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR WIRELESS receiver coil can be generally shaped as a blade or thin 
POWER TRANSFER ” filed Mar. 14 , 2013 ; and U.S. Patent 20 solenoid , which receives power inductively , which is then 
Publication No. 20120235636 ( U.S. patent application Ser . used to power or charge one or more electronic devices . 
No. 13 / 352,096 ) , titled “ SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR Applications include inductive or magnetic charging and 
PROVIDING POSITIONING FREEDOM , AND SUP power , and particularly usage in mobile , electronic , electric , 
PORT OF DIFFERENT VOLTAGES , PROTOCOLS , AND lighting , or other devices , batteries , power tools , kitchen , 
POWER LEVELS IN A WIRELESS POWER SYSTEM ” , 25 industrial , medical or dental , or military applications , 
filed Jan. 17 , 2012 , which claims the benefit of priority to vehicles , robots , trains , and other usages . 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 433,883 , titled Thus , for example , provided is a wireless power receiver 
" SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MODULATING THE for powering or charging an electric or electronic device or 
PHASE AND AMPLITUDE OF AN ELECTROMAG battery or a mobile electronic system such as a vehicle or 
NETIC WAVE IN MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS ” , filed Jan. 30 robot . The receiver may consist of or consist essentially of 
18 , 2011 ; U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/478 , a receiver coil of a blade or thin solenoid shape / geometry 
020 , titled " SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MODULAT that includes a larger surface in a first dimension and a 
ING THE PHASE AND AMPLITUDE OF AN ELECTRO smaller surface in a second and / or third dimension , which 
MAGNETIC WAVE IN MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS ” , filed receives power inductively from a wireless charger . The 
Apr. 21 , 2011 ; and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 35 charger may be a source of an alternating magnetic field to 
61 / 546,316 , titled “ SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR charge or power one or multiple wireless power receivers or 
PROVIDING POSITIONING FREEDOM , AND SUP devices having small surface areas or volumes . The receiver 
PORT OF DIFFERENT VOLTAGES , PROTOCOLS , AND coil has the smaller surface facing a charging surface of the 
POWER LEVELS IN A WIRELESS POWER SYSTEM ” , charger . 
filed Oct. 12 , 2011 ; each of which above applications are Additional magnetic or ferrite material or layers may be 
herein incorporated by reference . added to or otherwise integrated with the top and / or bottom 

of the receiver coil , to aid in the guidance of flux generated 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE in the receiver coil . 

The receiver coil may include a flux guide material such 
A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 45 as ferrite with permeability greater than 1. When the receiver 

contains material which is subject to copyright protection . is placed on the charger at an axis perpendicular to or at an 
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile angle sufficient to receive a substantially perpendicular flux 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent from the charger , the axis may be perpendicular to a tangent 
disclosure , as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office plane associated with the surface of the charger . 
patent file or records , but otherwise reserves all copyright 50 One or more electronic devices may be provided , e.g. , in 
rights whatsoever . the form of one of the following : batteries , cell phones , 

smart phones , cordless phones , communication devices , 
BACKGROUND heads - up displays , wearable computer with head mounted 

display , 3 - d TV glasses , wearable electronic glasses , wear 
Field of Invention 55 able computer or communication devices , communication or 

display watches , pagers , personal data assistants , portable 
Embodiments of the invention are generally related to media players , global positioning ( GPS ) devices , powered 

systems and methods for enabling transfer of power , from a headphones or noise cancelling headphones , Bluetooth 
wireless charger or power supply , to one or more receivers headsets and other devices , shavers , watches , tooth brushes , 
placed on or near the wireless charger or power supply , 60 calculators , cameras , optical scopes , infrared viewers , com 
including powering or charging one or multiple receivers or puters , laptops , tablets , netbooks , keyboards , computer 
devices having small surface areas or volumes . mice , book readers or email devices , pagers , computer 

monitors , televisions , music or movie players and recorders , 
Related Art storage devices , radios , clocks , speakers , gaming devices , 

65 game controllers , toys , remote controllers , power tools , cash 
Wireless technologies for powering and charging mobile register , delivery or other type of scanners , construction 

and other electronic or electric devices , batteries and tools , office equipment , robots including vacuum cleaning 

40 
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robots , floor washing robots , pool cleaning robots , gutter board , glove box , etc. , airplane tray , computer , laptop , 
cleaning robots or robots used in hospital , clean room , netbook , tablet , phone , display , TV , magnetic , optical or 
military or industrial environments , industrial tools , mobile semiconductor storage or playback device such as hard 
vacuum cleaners , medical or dental tools , medical stretcher drive , solid state storage drive , optical players , etc. , cable or 
batteries , military equipment or tools , kitchen appliances , 5 game console , computer pads , toys , clothing , bags , case or 
mixers , cookers , can openers , food or beverage heaters or backpack , belt or holster , etc. , industrial , medical , dental , 
coolers such as electrically powered beverage mugs , mas military equipment or kitchen counter , area , devices and 
sagers , adult toys , lights or light fixtures , signs or displays , appliances , phones , cameras , radios , stereo systems , or or advertising applications , electronic magazines or news speakers . 
papers or magazines or newspapers containing an electronic 10 
and / or display part , printers , fax machines , scanners , electric BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 
vehicles , electric golf carts , buses , trains , motorcycles or 
bicycles , personal mobility ( e.g. , Segway type ) devices , FIG . 1 illustrates a system for wireless powering or 
trains or other vehicles or mobile transportation machines , charging of devices , in accordance with an embodiment . 
and other battery or electrically powered devices or products 15 FIG . 2 illustrates another view of a wireless charger 
or a product that is a combination of the products listed system , in accordance with an embodiment . 
above . FIG . 3 illustrates an example of a charger coil , in accor 

The receiver coil may include a flux guide material such dance with an embodiment . 
as ferrite with permeability greater than 1 , with an axis FIG . 4 illustrates a resulting magnetic field , in accordance 
perpendicular to or at an angle sufficient to receive a 20 with an embodiment . 
substantially perpendicular flux from the charger . The axis FIG . 5 illustrates a charger geometry , in accordance with 
may be perpendicular to a tangent plane associated with the an embodiment . 
surface of the charger . FIG . 6 illustrates a return magnetic flux from a charger , in 

The charger and the receiver to be powered or charged accordance with an embodiment . 
may communicate to determine optimum powering or 25 FIG . 7 illustrates wire wrapped around a core to create a 
charging solenoid type receiver , in accordance with an embodiment . 
When the invention is used in connection with an electric FIG . 8 illustrates a ferrite lower magnetic shield or flux 

or electronic device or battery or a mobile electronic system guide , in accordance with an embodiment . 
such as a vehicle or robot to be charged or powered , the FIG . 9 illustrates a receiver coil wrapped around a very 
electric or electronic device or battery or a mobile electronic 30 thin magnetic material , in accordance with an embodiment . 
system such as a vehicle or robot may communicate user FIG . 10 illustrates the use of additional magnetic or ferrite 
data with the charger or a system that the charger is material or layers added to or otherwise integrated with the 
integrated into . top and / or bottom of the receiver coil , in accordance with an 

The receiver or the electronic or electric device can be embodiment . 
configured to detect the orientation or front - back placement 35 FIG . 11 illustrates the use of additional magnetic or ferrite 
of the device during charging and perform additional con material or layers added to or otherwise integrated with the 
textually - aware functions . top and / or bottom of the receiver coil , in accordance with 
As another example , provided is a wireless charger another embodiment . 

including a charger coil designed to provide a substantially FIG . 12 illustrates integration of a receiver into a wearable 
uniform magnetic field over an area larger than 50 % of the 40 headset or electronic display device or glasses , in accor 
charger surface and to provide power to one or more dance with an embodiment . 
wireless power receivers including a blade or thin solenoid FIG . 13 illustrates an embodiment that incorporates mag 
shape coil that includes a larger surface in a first dimension netic or ferrite material sections above and below the main 
and a smaller surface in a second and / or third dimension . coil section , in accordance with an embodiment . 

The charger may include a charger coil atop a magnetic 45 FIG . 14 illustrates integration of a receiver into a mobile 
flux guide or shielding material or layer that extends beyond phone , in accordance with an embodiment . 
the edges of the charger coil . The charger may include at FIG . 15 illustrates that incorporates magnetic or ferrite 
least two separate coil structures provided on top of a material sections above and below the main coil section , in 
magnetic layer to provide two or more different sections accordance with an embodiment . 
with different operating principles or protocols or driving 50 FIG . 16 illustrates integration of a receiver into a headset 
and / or communication sections , for use in powering or device , in accordance with an embodiment . 
charging receivers including a blade or thin solenoid shape FIG . 17 illustrates a charger for use in coupling to a blade 
coil and a flat or curved coil with the plane of the coil being type receiver in the outer perimeter of the charger surface , in 
substantially parallel to the surface of the charger . accordance with an embodiment . 

The charger and the receiver to be powered or charged 55 FIG . 18 illustrates a charger that provides different sec 
may communicate to determine optimum powering or tions with different operating principles or protocols and / or 
charging . driving and / or communication sections , in accordance with 

The charger can be configured to detect the orientation or an embodiment . 
front - back placement of the electric or electronic device FIG . 19 illustrates a charger that provides different sec 
during charging or powering and perform additional con- 60 tions , in accordance with another embodiment . 
textually - aware functions . FIG . 20 illustrates a charger that provides different sec 

The charger may be incorporated into another electric or tions , in accordance with another embodiment . 
electronics device , table , desk chair , armrest , TV stand or 
mount or furniture or vehicle or airplane or marine vehicle DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
or boat or objects such as a table , desk , chair , counter - top , 65 
shelving or check out or cashier counters , kiosk , car seat , With the proliferation of electrical and electronic devices 
armrest , car console , car door , netting , cup holder , dash and vehicles ( which are considered examples of devices 
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herein ) , simple and universal methods of providing power other vehicle or airplane or boat or ship power outlet , or 
and or charging of these devices is becoming increasingly vehicle , boat , ship or airplane itself , primary ( non - recharge 
important . able ) or rechargeable battery , solar cell , fuel cell , mechanical 

In accordance with various embodiments , the term device , ( e.g. , hand crank , wind , or water source ) , nuclear source , or 
product , or battery is used herein to include any electrical , 5 other wireless charger or power supply or a combination 
electronic , mobile , lighting , or other product , batteries , thereof . In addition , the wireless charger can be powered by 
power tools , cleaning , industrial , kitchen , lighting , military , a part such as a rechargeable battery which is itself in turn 
medical , dental or specialized products and vehicles , auto recharged by another source such as an AC or DC power 
mobiles , personal mobility ( e.g. , Segway type ) devices , source , vehicle , boat or ship or airplane outlet or vehicle , 
buses , or movable machines such as robots or other mobile 10 boat or ship or airplane itself , solar cell , fuel cell , mechanical 
machines or other devices whereby the product , part , or ( e.g. , hand crank , wind , or water source ) or nuclear source , 
component is powered by electricity or an internal or or a combination thereof . 
external battery and / or can be powered or charged externally In accordance with various embodiments , in applications 
or internally by a generator or solar cell , fuel cell , hand or where the wireless charger is powered by a rechargeable 
other mechanical crank or alike . 15 source such as a battery , the battery can also be itself in turn 

In accordance with an embodiment , a product or device inductively charged by another wireless charger . The wire 
can also include an attachable or integral skin , case , cover , less charger can be a stand - alone part , device , or product , or 
battery door or attachable or add - on or dongle type of can be incorporated into another electric or electronics 
receiver component , to enable the user to power or charge device , table , desk chair , armrest , TV stand or mount or 
the product , battery , or device . 20 furniture or vehicle or airplane or marine vehicle or boat or 

Induction generally refers to generation of electromotive objects such as a table , desk , chair , counter - top , shelving or 
force ( EMF ) or voltage across a closed electrical path in check out or cashier counters , kiosk , car seat , armrest , car 
response to a changing magnetic flux through any surface console , car door , netting , cup holder , dashboard , glove box , 
bounded by that path . In literature , sometimes magnetic etc. , airplane tray , computer , laptop , netbook , tablet , phone , 
induction is defined as if it is limited to tightly - coupled cases 25 display , TV , magnetic , optical or semiconductor storage or 
whereby the charger and receiver coils are of similar sizes or playback device such as hard drive , solid state storage drive , 
the gap between them is small . Magnetic resonance is a term optical players , etc. , cable or game console , computer pads , 
that has been used recently for inductive power transfer toys , clothing , bags , case or backpack , belt or holster , etc. , 
where the charger and receiver may be far apart or the industrial , medical , dental , military equipment or kitchen 
transmitter and receiver coils are of different size . The term 30 counter , area , devices and appliances , phones , cameras , 
loosely - coupled wireless charging has also been used for radios , stereo systems , speakers , etc. The wireless charger 
these systems . Since magnetic resonance or loosely - coupled can also have other functions built in , or be constructed such 
wireless charging is in general a form of induction , as used that it is modular and additional capabilities or functions can 
herein in accordance with various embodiments the term be added as needed . 
induction is used for any of these systems ( including induc- 35 In accordance with various embodiments , some of these 
tive or tightly - coupled wireless power transfer , magnetic capabilities or functions include an ability to provide higher 
resonant or loosely - coupled wireless power transfer and power , charge more devices , exchange the top surface or 
hybrid systems ) , and induction and magnetic resonance are exterior box or cosmetics , operate by internal power as 
sometimes used interchangeably to indicate that the method described above through use of a battery and / or renewable 
of power transfer can be in either domain or a combination 40 source such as solar cells , communicate and / or store data 
thereof . from a device , provide communication between the device 

In accordance with various embodiments , an inductive and other devices or the charger and / or a network , etc. An 
power transmitter employs a magnetic induction coil ( s ) example is a basic wireless charger that has the ability to be 
transmitting energy to a receiving coil ( s ) in or on a device extended to include a rechargeable battery pack to enable 
or product , case , battery door , or attachable or add - on 45 operation without external power . Examples of products or 
component including attachments such as a dongle or a devices powered or charged by the induction transmitter and 
battery inside or outside of device or attached to device receiver include but are not limited to batteries , cell phones , 
through a connector and / or a wire , or stand - alone placed smart phones , cordless phones , communication devices , 
near or on the power transmitter platform . The receiver can heads - up displays , wearable computer with head mounted 
be an otherwise incomplete device that receives power 50 display , 3 - d TV glasses , wearable electronic glasses , wear 
wirelessly and is intended for installation or attachment in or able computer or communication devices , communication or 
on the final product , battery or device to be powered or display watches , pagers , personal data assistants , portable 
charged , or the receiver can be a complete device intended media players , global positioning ( GPS ) devices , powered 
for connection to a device , product or battery directly by a headphones or noise cancelling headphones , Bluetooth 
wire or wirelessly . As used herein , the term wireless power , 55 headsets and other devices , shavers , watches , tooth brushes , 
charger , transmitter or inductive or magnetic resonance calculators , cameras , optical scopes , infrared viewers , com 
power and charger are used interchangeably . puters , laptops , tablets , netbooks , keyboards , computer 

In accordance with an embodiment , the wireless charger mice , book readers or email devices , pagers , computer 
can include a flat or curved surface , or an open or enclosed monitors , televisions , music or movie players and recorders , 
volume or part that can provide energy wirelessly to a 60 storage devices , radios , clocks , speakers , gaming devices , 
receiver . It can also be constructed of flexible materials game controllers , toys , remote controllers , power tools , cash 
and / or coils or even plastic electronics to enable mechanical register , delivery or other type of scanners , construction 
flexibility and bending or folding to save space or for tools , office equipment , robots including vacuum cleaning 
conformity to non - flat surfaces . robots , floor washing robots , pool cleaning robots , gutter 

In accordance with an embodiment , the wireless charger 65 cleaning robots or robots used in hospital , clean room , 
can be directly powered by an AC power input , DC power , military or industrial environments , industrial tools , mobile 
or other power source such as a car , motorcycle , truck or vacuum cleaners , medical or dental tools , medical stretcher 
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batteries , military equipment or tools , kitchen appliances , levels and / or using different protocols to power one or more 
mixers , cookers , can openers , food or beverage heaters or receivers operating at different power levels , voltages and / or 
coolers such as electrically powered beverage mugs , mas protocols . 
sagers , adult toys , lights or light fixtures , signs or displays , FIG . 2 illustrates a more detailed view of a wireless 
or advertising applications , electronic magazines or news 5 charger system 128 , in accordance with an embodiment , 
papers or magazines or newspapers containing an electronic with a resonant converter geometry , wherein a pair of 
and / or display part , printers , fax machines , scanners , electric transistors Q1 and Q2 in the charger 130 ( such as FETs , 
vehicles , electric golf carts , buses , trains , motorcycles or MOSFETs , or other types of switch ) are driven by a half 
bicycles , personal mobility ( e.g. , Segway type ) devices , bridge driver IC and the voltage is applied to the coil L1 
trains or other vehicles or mobile transportation machines , 10 through one or more capacitors shown as C1 . In accordance 

with an embodiment , the receiver 140 includes a coil and an and other battery or electrically powered devices or products optional capacitor ( for added efficiency ) shown as C2 that or a product that is a combination of the products listed can be in series or in parallel with the receiver coil L2 . The above . charger and / or receiver coils can also include impedance In accordance with an embodiment , the receiver and / or 15 matching circuits and / or appropriate magnetic material lay the charger can be incorporated into a bag , carrier , skin , ers behind ( on the side opposite to the coil surfaces facing cover , clothing , case , packaging , product packaging or box , each other ) them to increase their inductance and / or to shield 
crate , box , display case or rack , table , bottle or device etc. the magnetic field leakage to surrounding area . The charger 
to enable some function inside the bag , carrier , skin , cloth and / or receiver can also include impedance matching cir 
ing , case , packaging , product packaging or box , crate , box , 20 cuits to optimize or improve power transfer between the 
display case or rack , table , bottle ( such as , e.g. , causing a charger and receiver . 
display case or packaging to display promotional informa In several of the embodiments and figures described 
tion or instructions , or to illuminate ) and / or to use the bag , herein , the resonant capacitor C2 in the receiver is shown in 
carrier , skin , clothing , case , packaging , product packaging or a series embodiment . This is intended only as a representa 
box , crate , box , stand or connector , display case or rack , 25 tive illustration , and in accordance with various embodi 
table , bottle , etc. , to power or charge another device or ments this capacitor can be used in series or parallel with the 
component somewhere on or nearby . receiver coil . Similarly , the charger is generally shown in 

In accordance with various embodiments , the product or accordance with an embodiment where the resonant capaci 
device does not necessarily have to be portable and / or tor is in series with the coil . System implementations with 
contain a battery to take advantage of induction or wireless 30 the capacitor C1 in parallel with the charger coil are also possible . power transfer . For example , a lighting fixture or a computer In accordance with an embodiment , the charger can also monitor that is typically powered by an AC outlet or a DC include a circuit that measures the current through and / or power supply can be placed on a table top and receive power voltage across the charger coil ( for example , in FIG . 2 , a wirelessly . The wireless receiver can be a flat or curved 35 current sensor is shown as an example ) . Communication surface or part that can receive energy wirelessly from a between the receiver and the charger can also be provided charger . The receiver and / or the charger can also be con through the same coils as used for the power transfer , structed of flexible materials and / or coils or even plastic through modulation of a load in the receiver . Various 
electronics to enable mechanical flexibility and bending or demodulation methods for detection of the communication 
folding to save space or for conformity to non - flat surfaces . 40 signal on the charger current or voltage are available . This 

In accordance with various embodiments , many of these demodulation mechanism can be , e.g. , an AM or FM 
devices contain internal batteries , and the device may or may receiver ( depending on whether amplitude or frequency 
not be operating during receipt of power . Depending on the modulation is employed in the receiver modulator ) similar to 
degree of charge status of the battery , or its presence and the a radio receiver tuned to the frequency of the communica 
system design , the applied power may provide power to the 45 tion or a heterodyne detector . 
device , charge its battery or a combination of the above . The In accordance with an embodiment , the communication 
terms charging and / or power are used interchangeably and control between the charger and the receiver ( s ) is 
herein to indicate that the received power can be used for conducted over a separate or additional RF or optical or 
either of these cases or a combination thereof . In accordance other channels . Optional methods of communication 
with various embodiments , unless specifically described , 50 between the charger and receiver can be provided through 
these terms are therefore used interchangeably . Also , unless the same coils as used for transfer of power , through a 
specifically described herein , in accordance with various separate coil , through an RF or optical link , through , e.g. , 
embodiments , the terms charger , power supply , and trans RFID , Bluetooth , WiFi , Wireless USB , NFC , Felica , Zigbee , 
mitter are used interchangeably . or Wireless Gigabit ( WiGig ) or through such protocols as 

FIG . 1 illustrates a system for wireless powering or 55 defined by the Wireless Power Consortium ( WPC ) , Alliance 
charging of devices in accordance with an embodiment . As for Wireless Power ( A4WP ) or other protocols or standards , 
shown in FIG . 1 , in accordance with an embodiment , a developed for wireless power , or specialized protocols such 
wireless charger or power system 100 comprises a first as Dedicated Short Range Communications ( DSRC ) for 
charger or transmitter part 110 , and a receiver 120 connected automotive applications , or other communication protocol , 
to a mobile or stationary device , vehicle or battery or its 60 or combinations thereof . 
charging or power circuit to provide electric power to power In accordance with an embodiment , the microcontroller 
or charge the mobile or stationary device , vehicle or its unit ( MCU ) in the charger ( shown as MCU1 in FIG . 2 ) is 
battery . responsible for decoding the communication signal from a 

FIG . 1 shows an example where one charger or power detection / demodulation circuit and , depending on the algo 
transmitter is charging or powering one receiver . However , 65 rithm used , making appropriate adjustments to the charger 
in a more general case , the transmitter may comprise one or coil drive circuitry to achieve the desired output voltage , 
more transmitters or chargers operating at different power current or power from the receiver output . 
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In accordance with various embodiments , it may be not require a receiver magnet to operate and achieve similar 
preferable for one or more receivers to receive power when results . These two techniques are further described in the 
placed at a variety of locations or anywhere on or near a patent applications referenced above . 
wireless charger area . Such an implementation , in general FIG . 5 shows an additional geometry 160 whereby a 
would benefit from a charger and / or receiver design that 5 charger coil 162 is placed on a magnetic flux guide / shielding 
allows a uniform power transfer over an area or the entire layer 164 that extends beyond the edges of the coil . The 
surface of the charger . To provide more uniform power receiver similarly has a magnetic flux / shielding layer 166 
transfer across a coil , in accordance with an embodiment , that extends beyond the size of the coil 168 , allowing an methods to provide a more uniform magnetic field across a 
coil can be used . For example , one method for achieving this 10 sides of the receiver . FIG . 6 shows 170 the return magnetic overlap area between these flux layers on the top and bottom 
uses a hybrid coil comprising a combination of a wire and flux from the charger that passes the receiver coil and is PCB coils ( e.g. , X. Liu and S. Y. R. Hui , “ Optimal design of 
a hybrid winding structure for planar contactless battery guided efficiently to close on itself . Such an efficient flux 
charging platform , ” IEEE Transactions on Power Electron guide ( FG ) geometry results in confinement of power trans 
ics , vol . 23 , no . 1 , pp . 455-463 , 2008 ) . In another method , 15 fer to the area of overlap of a receiver and charger coil , and 
the transmitter coil can be constructed of Litz wire or significant increase in power transfer efficiency and reduc 
patterned printed circuit board ( PCB ) and has a pattern that tion of undesirable electromagnetic emission compared to 
is very wide between successive turns at the center and is Magnetic Resonance ( MR ) systems . It is also possible to 
more tightly wound as one gets closer to the edges ( e.g. , J. further decrease any potential emissions from non - covered 
J. Casanova , Z. N. Low , J. Lin , and R. Tseng , “ Transmitting 20 areas of the charger coil by covering the charger coil with a 
coil achieving uniform magnetic field distribution for planar magnetic shield layer and combining the FG geometry with 
wireless power transfer system , ” in Proceedings of the IEEE the earlier described MC or MA modes of operation . 
Radio and Wireless Symposium , pp . 530-533 , January In accordance with the MC geometry , the reluctance of 
2009 ) . FIG . 3 shows an example of a coil 150 in accordance the flux path in the receiver can be lowered by including 
with an embodiment , while FIG . 4 shows a resulting mag- 25 high permeability material in the core of the receiver ring 
netic field 152 . coil ( similar to a solenoid ) or a T - shape core or alike . Many 

In a geometry described in U.S. Patent Publication No. geometries are possible , and these geometries are provided 
20080067874 , a planar spiral inductor coil is demonstrated , merely as examples . Additionally , while in accordance with 
wherein the width of the inductor's trace becomes wider as an embodiment a Litz wire receiver coil can be used , in 
the trace spirals toward the center of the coil to achieve a 30 accordance with other embodiments , PCB coils and / or a 
more uniform magnetic field allowing more positioning combination of Litz wire and PCB coil can be used . 
flexibility for a receiver across a transmitter surface . In accordance with an embodiment , to reduce the reluc 

In yet other embodiments ( e.g. , F. Sato , et al . , IEEE Digest tance of the path , the receiver coil can be created by using 
of Intermag 1999 , PP . GRO9 , 1999 ) , the coil can be a a flux guide material ( such as ferrite with permeability 
meandering type of coil , wherein the wire is stretched along 35 greater than 1 ) , with an axis perpendicular ( or an angle 
X or Y direction and then folds back and makes a back and sufficient to catch the substantially perpendicular flux from 
forth pattern to cover the surface . the charger ) to the surface of the charger . As shown 172 in 

In accordance with an embodiment , the charger can FIG . 7 , Litz wire can be wrapped around the core to create 
operate continuously , and any appropriate receiver coil a solenoid type receiver with a relatively small cross section 
placed on or near its surface will bring it to resonance and 40 ( several mm or smaller by 10 or 20 mm ) substantially 
will begin receiving power . The regulation of power to the parallel to the surface of the charger . In one example , the 
output can be performed through a regulation stage and / or solenoid height ( along the direction of axis of wire wrapped 
tuning of the resonant circuit at the receiver . Advantages of around it , and perpendicular to the surface of the charger ) 
such a system include that multiple receivers with different can be varied from 10 to 20 mm , but can be shorter . A typical 
power needs can be simultaneously powered in this way . 45 number of turns on the receiver coil can be 7 to 20 turns . Use 
The receivers can also have different output voltage char of a series or parallel capacitor with such a receiver coil 
acteristics . provides a resonant circuit whose output can be rectified and 

In accordance with embodiments described in U.S. patent smoothed with a capacitor to provide a DC output . To 
application Ser . No. 13 / 352,096 , published as U.S. Patent provide regulated power output , as shown in FIGS . 1 and 2 , 
Publication No. 20120235636 , which application is herein 50 a communication or feedback system between charger and 
incorporated by reference , two techniques have been receiver and / or an output stage regulator can also be added . 
described whereby through appropriate design of the sys In one example , a charger coil similar to that shown in 
tem , a position - independent power transfer system with FIG . 3 and with a thin ( 0.5 mm thick ) ferrite lower magnetic 
reduced or no undesirable radiation and high efficiency can shield / flux guide similar to that shown 174 in FIG . 8 was 
be achieved . These geometries use a saturable magnetic 55 used . Substantial power transfer ( over 20 W ) and high 
layer placed above the charger coil area to shield the charger efficiencies of up to 55 % DC to DC ( DC power output of 
magnetic layer from the surrounding area . receiver rectifier divided by input to DC charger circuit input 

For example , in accordance with an embodiment , a Mag power ) was received over the entire surface of the charger 
netic Aperture ( MA ) receiver includes an appropriate mag coil when the charger coil and its associated resonant 
net in the receiver that can saturate the shield layer nearby 60 capacitor were tuned to be resonant at similar frequencies to 
the receiver and allow coupling of power only in that area of the receiver coil and its associated capacitor . Power was 
the charger , resulting in efficient power coupling with mini received with the receiver coil having zero up to several cm 
mal residual electromagnetic emission from nearby areas . In of gap from the surface of the charger coil . Such a small 
accordance with an embodiment , a Magnetic Coupling solenoid can be provided having very small sizes in one or 
( MC ) system employs a similar geometry but uses the 65 two dimensions , such that it is shaped as or otherwise 
increase in the resonant electromagnetic field between the resembles a blade , with the contact area being the thin edge 
charger and receiver coils to self - saturate the layer , and does of the blade . 
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In accordance with an embodiment , rotating the angle of receive power when the coil is flipped vertically . Such a 
the blade solenoid with respect to the perpendicular direc feature may provide additional flexibility and usage in some 
tion to the surface to the charger can produce large power applications . 
transfers , confirming that as long as some component of the In accordance with another embodiment shown 190 , 192 
charger flux is along the axis of the receiver coil , efficient 5 in FIG . 10 , and 202 , 202 in FIG . 11 , additional magnetic or 
power transfer can be obtained . Both position - free and ferrite material or layers can be added to or otherwise 
multiple receiver operation can be provided . As shown in integrated with the top and / or bottom of the receiver coil and 
FIG . 7 , optionally , an additional magnetic shield / guide layer its associated magnetic section . Such layers aid in the 
on the top of the receiver and / or on the bottom of the charger guidance of the flux generated in the receiver coil and can 
can also be included . In many applications , it is beneficial to 10 provide higher efficiency and / or power . 

In accordance with an embodiment , the receiver can be utilize receivers that occupy minimal space and are able to used to charge or power wearable mobile communication fit inside ( or inside an optional part of ) a small mobile or and display devices , such as wearable electronic glasses , fixed position device . watches , headsets , or other devices . An example of an In accordance with an embodiment shown in FIG . 8 , the 15 embodiment for integration into wearable headsets or elec charger does not utilize a top magnetic layer , and the flux tronic display devices or glasses is shown 212 in FIG . 12. In guiding through the magnetic core and / or magnetic layers at accordance with an embodiment , a device such as an elec 
the bottom of charger and / or top of receiver is used to tronic glasses can be oriented on a surface as shown , to 
provide a low reluctance path for magnetic flux flow and receive charging . Alternately , the electronic glasses can be 
efficient power transfer . 20 flipped vertically so the top flat side is in contact with a 
Some examples of the types of devices that can include a charging surface . In either orientation , the surface area of the 

small blade type receiver include mobile phones , MP3 device in or near contact with the charger surface can be 
players , and wearable computers such as displays , commu quite small . 
nication and display watches , and electronic glasses . In FIG . 12 shows an embodiment that incorporates the 
some applications , the device to be charged has a small 25 receiver coil and / or its associated electronics in a section 
surface area that is in contact with the charger surface , for with a small horizontal ( in the plane of the charger coil if the 
example cylindrical batteries that are placed vertically to be device is laid down on a charger surface ) surface area . The 
charged , or devices such as wearable electronic glasses or embodiments of the receiver coil described above are useful 
displays whereby the device has a small surface area when for this implementation , and can also be incorporated in 
placed against a flat or curved charger . In accordance with an 30 another embodiment 214 shown in FIG . 13 that incorporates 
embodiment , use of the flux guide and a smaller cross magnetic or ferrite material sections above and below the 
section parallel to the surface of the charger , as shown in main coil section to further guide the magnetic flux . These 
FIG . 7 or 8 , may be useful for these types of applications . layers can also be used to guide or route the charger 

In accordance with an embodiment , a receiver coil or magnetic flux around the inside cavity and shield any PCB , 
solenoid with a magnetic flux guide can also be constructed 35 circuit , battery , or metallic part that may be included in this 
to have a somewhat larger area parallel to the surface of the space from the magnetic field of the charger . 
charger , approximating the embodiment illustrated in FIG . Since , in accordance with an embodiment , such a receiver 
6 , but with a flux guide layer or core in the middle of the coil . can be symmetrical in the Z axis ( perpendicular to surface of 
In this case , the height of this flux guide or core ( along the charger or along the axis of the receiver coil winding ) , the 
length perpendicular to the surface of the charger ) can be 40 electronic glasses can be laid down in any of the several 
made quite short ( e.g. , 1-2 mm or less ) . orientations flatly on the surface and power will be received 

In accordance with an embodiment , shown in FIG . 9 , the by the receiver . In addition , the X and Y position freedom 
receiver coil can be wrapped around a very thin magnetic created by the charger coil allows the user to place the 
material . By way of example , in accordance with an embodi electronic glasses at any location on the charger , and even at 
ment 180 , 182 this material can be 1 mm or less in thickness . 45 a Z distance , to receive power . 
In one example , coils comprising 0.6 mm thick Litz wire of In accordance with an exemplary embodiment , when a 
bundled wire can be wrapped around 0.3 mm thick sheet of receiver with integrated horizontal flux guide sections , such 
600 permeability ferrite material ( 20x0.10x0.3 mm size ) and as the embodiment shown in FIG . 11 , was placed near the 
used for such a receiver . Using such a blade type receiver outer areas of a 170 mmx170 mm charger coil such as that 
with a coil surface area of 20x0.3 mm on a charger surface 50 shown in FIG . 8 , with a charger under a layer of ferrite 
of 170 mmx170 mm or larger coil with pattern similar to material flux guide , it was observed that the receiver can 
FIG . 3 , power transfer levels exceeding 20 W , and DC to DC receive power even when its coil axis is parallel to the 
power transfer efficiencies of up to 55 % , were observed charger surface . This is due to the large parallel ( to the 
when the receiver coil was placed at any location and surface ) component of the charger magnetic flux in these 
orientation ( with the axis of the receiver coil having some 55 outer areas . The smaller horizontal sections in the receiver 
component perpendicular to the surface of the charger ) on or coil ( shown as the end flux guides in FIG . 11 ) also aid in 
near the surface of the charger . Additionally , significant guiding the flux into and out of the receiver coil , and enable 
power transfer was observed when the receiver coil was operation of the receiver in any orientation . This behavior 
moved away from the charger coil in a vertical direction enables a receiver such as that shown in FIG . 11 to be 
( with coil to coil spacing of 20 mm or larger ) . Considering 60 generally rotatable at any angle along an axis perpendicular 
that the blade type receiver coil surface occupies an area of to the plane of the orientation shown in lower part of FIG . 
0.02 % of the area of the charger coil , achieving such a high 11 , when placed on a charger , and still receive power . This 
level of power transfer and efficiency demonstrates that the behavior can be useful for those applications where orien 
flux generated at the surface of the charger coil is efficiently tation independence is required . 
guided and channeled to the location of the receiver coil . In accordance with another embodiment , the receiver can 

In accordance with an embodiment , such a coil can be be integrated into devices such as mobile phones , MP3 
made to be symmetrical along its winding axis , and can players , tablets , watches , batteries , headsets , or other 

65 
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devices where limited space is available . FIG . 14 shows an In accordance with an embodiment , the connector of such 
embodiment 220 for integration into a mobile phone at an a receiver can be configured such that it has a pass - through 
edge of the phone , or somewhere within the body of the or a separate connector integrated into it , so that a wire cable 
phone . Such a phone with the receiver integrated can be for providing wired charging or power or communication 
charged when placed at any location on a charger surface . In 5 can be connected to the connector without removal of the 
accordance with another embodiment 222 , horizontal mag connector , thus allowing the receiver and its connector to be 
netic or ferrite layers on top and bottom can be used , as permanently or semi - permanently be attached to the device 
shown in FIG . 15 . throughout its operation and use . 
As described above , in accordance with an embodiment , In a more integrated approach , the coil , shield and / or the 

the receiver coil can be made to be symmetrical along its 10 receiver circuit can be integrated into the construction of the electric or electronic device , and be an integral part of the winding axis , which enables , in either of the embodiments , operation of the device which is powered or charged pri the phone or other electronic device to be charged with marily or as an option in addition to wired charging ) either its back side or its front facing the charger surface . In through the wireless power received from the receiver . Many accordance with an embodiment , the charger and / or the 15 other variations of the receiver implementation are possible , receiver can also be configured to detect the orientation or and these examples are not meant to be exhaustive . front - back placement of the device during charging and In accordance with an embodiment , the receiver can also 
perform additional functionalities . For example , a phone can be provided as a whole or as a part of the electronics , coil , 
be configured so that when the phone is placed face - down on shield , or other part of the system required for receiving 
the charger , it can be charged but will enter a “ Do Not 20 power wirelessly . The electronics can comprise discrete 
Disturb ” mode so that any incoming calls , messages , texts , components or microcontrollers that when used together 
emails , etc. , will not provide audio , visual or other indica provide the wireless receiver functionality , or comprise an 
tions ; but , when placed on the charger in its other orientation Application Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) chip or chip 
( display face - up ) , incoming information can be relayed to set or MCM that is specifically configured to function as the 
the user visually , by audio or even displayed or transmitted 25 whole or a substantial part of the electronics for wireless 
to another device ( such as transmission to another display receiver system . 
when used in cars ) . In accordance with an embodiment , a system with largely 

The above illustration is an example of a contextually mis - matched ( i.e. dissimilar in size or shape ) charger and 
aware operation ; in accordance with various embodiments , receiver coils can potentially have several advantages . For 
such activities of tying wireless charging to , e.g. , launching 30 example , power can be transferred to the receiver coils 
or performance of other activities or commands can be placed anywhere on the transmitter coil . Several receivers 
considered examples of contextually aware charging , addi can be placed and powered on one transmitter allowing for 
tional examples of which are described in U.S. Patent simpler and lower cost of transmitter . The system with 
Publication No. 20110050164 , which examples can be com higher resonance Q can be configured so the gap between the 
bined or used with various embodiments of the charger and 35 transmitter and receiver coil can be larger than a tightly 
receiver technologies described herein . coupled system leading to design of systems with more 

FIG . 16 shows another embodiment 224 for integration of design freedom . In practice , power transfer in distances of 
a sheet or blade type receiver coil within an electronic several cm or even higher have been demonstrated . Power 
device , in this illustration a headset device , e.g. , at the edge can be transferred to multiple receivers simultaneously . In 
or back of the headset , or another suitable location within the 40 addition , the receivers can potentially be of differing power 
body of the headset . rating or be in different stages of charging or require 

Charger and Receiver Interaction different power levels and / or voltages . 
In accordance with an embodiment , the receiver can be In accordance with an embodiment , in order to achieve 

provided as an integral part of a device or battery as the above characteristics and to achieve high power transfer 
described above , or can be provided as an otherwise incom- 45 efficiency , the lower k value is compensated by using a 
plete device that receives power wirelessly and is intended higher Q through design of lower resistance coils , etc. The 
for installation or attachment in or on the final product , power transfer characteristics of these systems may differ 
battery or device to be powered or charged , or the receiver from tightly - coupled systems and other power drive geom 
can be a complete device intended for connection to a etries such as use of resonant converters . Class E amplifiers 
device , product or battery directly by a wire or wirelessly . 50 or Zero Voltage Switching ( ZVS ) or Zero Current Switching 
Examples include replaceable covers , skins , cases , doors , ( ZCS ) or other power transfer systems may potentially 
jackets , surfaces , etc for devices or batteries that would operate more efficiently in these situations . In addition , 
incorporate the receiver or part of the receiver and the impedance matching circuits at the charger transmitter and / 
received power would be directed to the device through or receiver may be required to enable these systems to 
connectors in or on the device or battery or the normal wired 55 provide power over a range of load values and output current 
connector ( or power jack ) of the device or battery . The conditions . General operation of the systems can , however 
receiver can also be a part or device similar to a dongle or be quite similar to the tightly - coupled systems and one or 
insert etc. , that can receive power on or near the vicinity of more capacitors in series or parallel with the transmitter 
a charger and direct the power to a device or battery to be and / or receiver coils is used to create a tuned circuit that may 
charged or powered through a wire and / or appropriate 60 have a resonance for power transfer . Operating near this 
connector . Such a receiver can also have a form factor that resonance point , efficient power transfer across from the 
would allow it to be attached in an inconspicuous manner to transmitter to the receiver coil can be achieved . Depending 
the device , such as a part that is attached to the outer surface on the size difference between the coils and operating points , 
at the bottom , front , side , or back side of a laptop , netbook , efficiencies of over 50 % up to near 80 % have been reported 
tablet , phone , game player , camera , headset or other elec- 65 in such loosely - coupled systems . 
tronic device , and routes the received power to the input To provide communication and control between the char 
power connector , battery connector or jack of the device . ger and receiver or receivers , in accordance with an embodi 
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ment , a hardware Physical Communication and Control power , or simply one or more signals that would confirm 
Layer ( PCCL ) and a software or firmware Command and presence of a receiver or a combination of the above . The 
Control Layer ( CCL ) can be implemented . Optional meth receiver and / or charger and / or their coils can also include 
ods of communication between the charger and receiver ( s ) elements such as thermistors , magnetic shields or magnetic 
can be provided through the same coils as used for transfer 5 cores , magnetic sensors , and input voltage filters , etc. , for 
of power , through a separate coil , through an RF or optical safety and / or emission compliance reasons . The receiver can 
link , through RFID , Bluetooth , Wi - Fi , Wireless USB , NFC , also be combined with other communication or storage 
Felica , Zigbee , Wireless Gigabit ( WiGig ) , 3G , 4G , etc. or functions , such as NFC , Wi - Fi , Bluetooth , etc. In addition , 
through such protocols as defined by the Wireless Power the charger and or receiver can include means to provide 
Consortium ( WPC ) , Alliance for Wireless Power ( A4WP ) , 10 more precise alignment between the charger and receiver 
or Power Matters Alliance ( PMA ) , or other protocols such as coils or antennas . These can include visual , physical , or 
Dedicated Short Range Communication ( DSRC ) used for magnetic means to assist the user in alignment of parts . To 
automotive applications or other standards , developed for implement more positioning freedom of the receiver on the 
wireless power , or other communication protocol , or com charger , the size of the coils can also be mismatched . For 
bination thereof . 15 example , the charger can comprise a larger coil size , and the 

In simpler architectures , there may be minimal or no receiver a smaller one , or vice versa , so that the coils do not 
communication between the charger and receiver . For have to be precisely aligned for power transfer . 
example , a charger can be configured to be in a standby In accordance with an embodiment , to minimize stand - by 
power transmitting state , and any receiver in close proximity power use , the charger can periodically be turned on to be 
to it can receive power from the charger . The voltage , power , 20 driven with a periodic pattern ( a ping process ) and if a 
or current requirements of the device or battery connected to receiver in proximity begins to draw power from it , the 
the receiver circuit can be unregulated , or regulated or charger can detect power being drawn from it and stay in a 
controlled completely at the receiver or by the device transmitting state . If no power is drawn during the ping 
attached to it . In this instance , no regulation or feedback or process , the charger can be turned off or placed in a stand - by 
communication between the charger and receiver may be 25 or hibernation mode to conserve power , and turned on and 
necessary . In a variation of this , the charger can be config off again periodically to continue seeking a receiver . 
ured to be in a state where a receiver in close proximity In accordance with an embodiment , the charger also 
would bring it into a state of power transmission . Examples includes a circuit that measures the current through and / or 
of this would be a resonant system where inductive and / or voltage across the charger coil ( for example , a current sensor 
capacitive components are used , so that when a receiver of 30 is shown in FIG . 2 by way of example ) . As described earlier , 
appropriate design is in proximity to a charger , power is various demodulation methods for detection of the commu 
transmitted from the charger to a receiver ; but without the nication signal on the charger current or voltage can be used . 
presence of a receiver , minimal or no power is transmitted While a system for communication between the charger 
from the charger . and receiver through the power transfer coils or antennas is 

In accordance with an embodiment , in those examples in 35 described above , in accordance with an embodiment the 
which communication is provided through the power trans communication can also be implemented through separate 
fer coils , one method for communication from receiver or coil or coils , a radio frequency link ( AM , FM or other 
receivers to the charger is to modulate a load or impedance communication method ) , an optical communication system , 
in the receiver to affect the voltage and / or current in the or a combination of the above . The communication in any of 
receiver coils and therefore create a modulation in the 40 these methods can also be bi - directional rather than uni 
charger coil voltage or current parameters that can be directional as described above . 
detected through monitoring of its voltage or current . Other In accordance with another embodiment , a dedicated RF 
methods can include frequency modulation , by combining channel for uni - directional or bi - directional communication 
the received frequency with a local oscillator signal or between the charger and receiver can be implemented for 
inductive , capacitive , or resistive modulation of the output 45 validation and / or regulation purposes . This system can be 
of the receiver coil . In addition to communication from similar to the system shown in FIG . 2 , except rather than 
receivers to a charger transmitter , it is also possible to load modulation being the method of communication , the 
modulate the charger voltage at a pre - determined frequency microcontroller ( MCU ) in the receiver transmits the required 
and communication protocol and detect at each receiver to information over an RF communication path . A similar 
provide communication from the charger to the receivers . 50 system with LED or laser transceivers or detectors and light 
Such bi - directional communication may be advantageous in sources can be implemented . Advantages of such a system 
cases where the charger is used to power multiple receivers include that the power received is not modulated and there 
as will be explained later . fore not wasted during communication and / or that no noise 

In accordance with an embodiment , the communicated due to the modulation is added to the system . 
information from a receiver to the charger transmitter can be 55 In accordance with an embodiment , the microcontroller 
the output voltage , current , power , device or battery status , unit ( MCU ) in the charger ( MCU1 ) is responsible for 
validation ID for receiver , end of charge or various charge recognizing and understanding the communication signal 
status information , receiver battery , device , or coil tempera from the detection / demodulation circuit and , depending on 
ture , and / or user data such as music , email , voice , photos or the algorithm used , making appropriate adjustments to the 
video , or other form of digital or analog data used in a 60 charger coil drive circuitry to achieve the desired output 
device . It can also be patterns or signals or changes in the voltage , current or power from the receiver output . In 
circuit conditions that are transmitted or occur to simply addition , MCU1 is responsible for processes such as peri 
notify the presence of the receiver nearby . odic start of the charger to seek a receiver at the start of 

In accordance with an embodiment , the data communi charge , keeping the charger on when a receiver is found and 
cated can be any one or more of the information detailed 65 accepted as a valid receiver , continuing to apply power and 
herein , or the difference between these values and the making appropriate adjustments , and / or monitoring tem 
desired value , or simple commands to increase or decrease perature or other environmental factors , providing audio or 
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visual indications to the user on the status of charging or transferred from the charger to the receiver through modu 
power process , etc. , or terminating charging or application lation of the voltage or current in the charger coil and read 
of power due to end of charge , or customer preference , or back by the microcontroller in the receiver detecting a 
over temperature , over current , over voltage , or some other change in the voltage or current , etc. 
fault condition or to launch or start another program or In accordance with an embodiment , the communication 
process . between the receiver and charger needs to follow a pre 

In accordance with an embodiment , once the charger determined protocol , baud rate , modulation depth , etc. and a 
MCU1 has received a signal and decoded it , it can take pre - determined method for hand - shake , establishment of 
action to provide more or less power to the charger coil . This communication , and signaling , etc. , as well as optionally 
can be accomplished through known methods of adjusting 10 methods for providing closed loop control and regulation of 
the frequency , duty cycle or input voltage to the charger coil power , voltage , etc. , in the receiver . 
or a combination of these approaches . Depending on the In accordance with an embodiment , a typical wireless 
system and the circuit used , the MCU1 can directly adjust power system can be as follows : the charger periodically 
the bridge driver , or an additional circuit such as a frequency activates the charger coil driver and powers the charger coil 
oscillator can be used to drive the bridge driver or the FETs . 15 with a drive signal of appropriate frequency . During this 
A typical circuit for the receiver , in accordance with a load ‘ ping process , if a receiver coil is placed on or close to the 
modulation communication system embodiment , is shown charger coil , power is received through the receiver coil and 
in FIG . 2 . the receiver circuit is energized . The receiver microcon 

In accordance with an embodiment , the receiver circuit troller is activated by the received power and begins to 
can include an optional capacitor C2 in parallel or series 20 perform an initiation process whereby the receiver ID , its 
with the receiver coil to produce a tuned receiver circuit . presence , power or voltage requirements , receiver or battery 
This circuit is known to increase the efficiency of a wireless temperature or state of charge , manufacturer or serial num 
power system . The rectified and smoothed ( through rectifi ber and / or other information is sent back to the charger . If 
ers and capacitors ) output of the receiver coil and optional this information is verified and found to be valid , then the 
capacitor is either directly or through a switch or regulator 25 charger proceeds to provide continuous power to the 
applied to the output . A microcontroller MCU2 is used to receiver . The receiver can alternately send an end of charge , 
measure various values such as voltage V1 , current , tem over - temperature , battery full , or other messages that will be 
perature , state of charge , battery full status , end of charge , handled appropriately by the charger and actions performed . 
etc. and to report back to the charger to provide a closed loop The length of the ping process should be configured to be of 
system with the charger as described above . In the circuit 30 sufficient length for the receiver to power up its microcon 
shown in FIG . 2 , the receiver MCU2 communicates back to troller and to respond back and for the response to be 
the charger by modulating the receiver load by rapidly received and understood and acted upon . The length of time 
closing and opening a switch in series with a modulation between the pings can be determined by the implementation 
load or impedance at a pre - determined speed and coding designer . If the ping process is performed often , the stand - by 
pattern . This rapid load modulation technique at a frequency 35 power use of the charger is higher . Alternately , if the ping is 
distinct from the power transfer frequency can be easily performed infrequently , the system will have a delay before 
detected by the charger . A capacitor and / or inductor can also the charger discovers a receiver nearby ; so in practice , a 
be used as the modulation load . balance may be suitable . 

In accordance with other embodiments , other methods of Alternatively , in accordance with an embodiment , the 
communication through varying the reactive component of 40 ping operation can be initiated upon discovery of a nearby 
the impedance can also be used . The modulation scheme receiver by other means . This provides a very low stand - by 
shown in FIG . 2 is shown only as a representative method power use by the charger and can be performed by including 
and is not meant to be exhaustive . As an example , the a magnet in the receiver and a magnet sensor in the charger 
modulation can be achieved capacitively , by replacing the or through optical , capacitive , weight , NFC or Bluetooth , 
resistor with a capacitor . In this instance , the modulation by 45 RFID or other RF communication or other methods for 
the switch in the receiver provides an advantage that by detection . 
choosing the modulation frequency appropriately , it is pos Alternatively , in accordance with an embodiment , the 
sible to achieve modulation and signal communication with system can be configured or implemented to be always ON 
the charger coil and circuitry , with minimal power loss ( i.e. , the charger coil is powered at an appropriate drive 
( compared to the resistive load modulation ) . 50 frequency ) or pinged periodically and presence of the 

The receiver in FIG . 2 also shows an optional DC receiver coil brings the coil to resonance with the receiver 
regulator that is used to provide constant stable voltage to coil and power transfer occurs . The receiver in this instance 
the receiver MCU2 . This voltage supply may be necessary may not even contain a microcontroller and act autono 
to avoid drop out of the receiver MCU2 during startup mously and may simply have a regulator in the receiver to 
conditions where the power is varying largely or during 55 provide regulated output power to a device , its skin , case , or 
changes in output current , and also to enable the MCU2 to battery . In those embodiments in which periodic pinging is 
have a stable voltage reference source so it can measure the performed , the presence of a receiver can be detected by 
Vi voltage accurately . Alternatively , a switch to connect or measuring a higher degree of current flow or power transfer 
disconnect the load can be used or combined with the or other means , and the charger can simply be kept on to 
regulator . To avoid voltage overshoots during placement of 60 continue transfer of power until either the power drawn falls 
a receiver on a charger or rapid changes in load condition , below a certain level or an end of charge and / or no device 
a voltage limiter circuit or elements like Transit Voltage present is detected . 
Suppressor ( TVS ) , Zener diodes or regulators or other In another embodiment , the charger can be in an OFF or 
voltage limiters can also be included in the receiver . standby , or low or no power condition , until a receiver is 

In the above description , a uni - directional communication 65 detected by means of its presence through a magnetic , RF , 
( from the receiver to the charger ) is described . However , this optical , capacitive or other methods . For example , in accor 
communication can also be bi - directional , and data can be dance with an embodiment the receiver can contain an RFID 
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chip and once it is present on or nearby the charger , the one manufacturer may then not be able to operate on another 
charger can turn on or begin pinging to detect a receiver . manufacturer charger due to these differences in designs 

In accordance with an embodiment , the protocol used for employed 
communication can be any of , e.g. , common RZ , NRZ , In accordance with an embodiment , it is therefore ben 
Manchester code , etc. , used for communication . As 5 eficial to provide a system that can operate with different 
described above , the charger can periodically start and apply receivers or chargers and can be universal . Recently , there 
a ping voltage of pre - determined frequency and length to the has been some movement to standardize the frequency of 
charger coil . The receiver is then activated , and can begin to operation , the coil and electronics characteristics , the iden 
send back communication signals . The communication sig tification and communication method , messaging and pro 
nal can include an optional preamble that is used to syn- 10 tocol and other aspects of the systems to allow interoper 
chronize the detection circuit in the charger and prepare it ability between systems from different manufacturers . 
for detection of communication . A communication contain Several interoperability Standards and Specifications in this 
ing a data packet may then follow , optionally followed by area have been established or under consideration . These 
checksum and parity bits , etc. Similar processes are used in include the WPC interoperability specification , the Con 
communication systems and similar techniques can be fol- 15 sumer Electronics Association Standard for wireless power , 
lowed . In accordance with an embodiment , the actual data the Alliance for Wireless Power ( A4WP ) , Power Matters 
packet can include information such as an ID code for the Alliance ( PMA ) , the Consumer Electronics Association 
receiver , a manufacturer's code , received voltage , power , or ( CEA ) Wireless Power Standards working group and Wire 
current values , status of the battery , amount of power in the less Power Standards for Electric Vehicle charging , and 
battery , battery or circuit temperature , end of charge or 20 other international efforts for Specification and Standards 
battery full signals , presence of external wired charger , or a development . 
number of the above . Also this packet may include the actual The resonant frequency , F of any LC circuit is given by : 
voltage , power , current , etc. value or the difference between F = 1 / 2.pi . LC , where L is the Inductance of the circuit or coil 
the actual value and the desired value or some encoded value in Henry and C is the Capacitance in Farads . 
that will be useful for the charger to determine how best to 25 For example , in the system shown in FIG . 3 , one may use 
regulate the output . the values of C1 and L1 in the above calculation for a free 

Alternatively , in accordance with an embodiment , the running charger and , as a receiver is brought close to this 
communication signal can be a pre - determined pattern that circuit , this value is changed by the mutual coupling of the 
is repetitive and simply lets the charger know that a receiver coils involved . In the example that a ferrite shield layer is 
is present and / or that the receiver is a valid device within the 30 used behind a coil in the charger and / or receiver , the 
power range of the charger , etc. Any combination of systems inductance of the coil is affected by the permeability of the 
can be configured to provide the required performance . shield and this modified permeability should be used in the 

In accordance with an embodiment , in response to the above calculation . 
receiver providing information regarding output power or In accordance with an embodiment , to be able to detect 
voltage , etc. , the charger can modify voltage , frequency , 35 and power or charge various receivers , the charger can be 
duty cycle of the charger coil signal or a combination of the configured such that the initial ping signal is at such a 
above . The charger can also use other techniques to modify frequency range to initially be able to power and activate the 
the power out of the charger coil and to adjust the received receiver circuitry in any receiver during the ping process . 
power . Alternatively , the charger can simply continue to After this initial power up of the receiver , the charger 
provide power to the receiver if an approved receiver is 40 communication circuit should be able to detect and decode 
detected and continues to be present . The charger can also the communication signal from the receiver . Many micro 
monitor the current into the charger coil and / or its tempera controllers are able to communicate in multiple formats 
ture to ensure that no extra - ordinary fault conditions exist . and / or may have different input N D converter pins that can 
One example of this type of fault may be if instead of a be configured differently to simultaneously receive the com 
receiver , a metal object is placed on the charger . 45 munication signal and synchronize and understand the com 

In accordance with an embodiment , the charger can adjust munication at different baud rates and protocols . In accor 
one or more parameters to increase or decrease the power or dance with an embodiment , the charger firmware can then 
voltage in the receiver , and then wait for the receiver to decide on which type of receiver is present and proceed to 
provide further information before changing a parameter regulate or implement what is required ( end of charge , 
again , or it can use more sophisticated Proportional Integral 50 shut - off , fault condition , etc. ) . Depending on the message 
Derivative ( PID ) or other control mechanism for closing the received , the charger can then decide to change the charger 
loop with the receiver and achieving output power control . driver voltage amplitude , frequency , or duty cycle , or a 
Alternatively , as described above , the charger can provide a combination of these or other parameters to provide the 
constant output power , and the receiver can regulate the appropriate regulated output at the receiver output . 
power through a regulator or a charger IC or a combination 55 In accordance with an embodiment , the charger's behav 
of these to provide the required power to a device or battery . ior can also take into account the difference in the coil 

Various manufacturers may use different encodings , and geometry , turns ratio , etc. For example , a charger and 
also bit rates and protocols . The control process used by receiver pair from one or more manufacturers may require 
different manufacturers or protocols may also differ , further operation of the charger drive voltage at 150 kHz . However , 
causing interoperability problems between various chargers 60 if the same receiver is placed on a charger from another 
and receivers . A source of interoperability differences may manufacturer or driven with different coil or input voltage 
be the size , shape , and number of turns used for the power combination , to achieve the same output power , the charger 
transfer coils . Furthermore , depending on the input voltage frequency may need to be 200 kHz . The charger program 
used , the design of a wireless power system may step up or may detect the type of receiver placed on it and shift the 
down the voltage in the receiver depending on the voltage 65 frequency appropriately to achieve a baseline output power 
required by a device by having appropriate number of turns and continue regulating from there . In accordance with an 
in the charger and receiver coils . However , a receiver from embodiment , the charger can be implemented so that it is 
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able to decode and implement multiple communication and Flexible Systems with Multiple Protocols and Technolo 
regulation protocols and respond to them appropriately . This gies 
enables the charger to be provided as part of a multi - protocol In accordance with an embodiment , a receiver or receivers 
system , and to operate with different types of receivers , placed on or near a charger can communicate with the 
technologies and manufacturers . 5 charger in a variety of communication protocols according 

to different wireless charging standards , protocols or differ Similar techniques can be used to allow a receiver to be ent proprietary methods . To distinguish them and provide for chargeable on chargers utilizing different protocols for com efficient operation , the charger can be programmed to rec munication and control . For example , the receiver may ognize different messages received , and operate differently . recognize the type of charger being used by deciphering the For example , different protocols exist for communication 
frequency of the charger operation or its ping ( through and control for charging a single receiver placed on a 
frequency filtering or other techniques ) and communicate charger . Some systems may require the charger to control the 
using different protocols and communication signals accord voltage output from the receiver coil ( that is rectified and 
ingly . sent to an output of the system or to a regulator ) within a 

In accordance with an embodiment , for receivers that tight tolerance , and cannot tolerate a large range . An 
contain an onboard output stage regulator before the output example of such a protocol or standard is the Wireless Power 

Consortium ( WPC ) or Chi , A4WP , PMA or other standard power , stability of the input voltage to the regulator is not as which is designed to provide tight receiver coil output critical since the regulator performs a smoothing function voltage tolerances and also requires charger frequency range 
and keeps the output voltage at the desired level with any of 110 to 205 kHz or higher . In accordance with an embodi 
output load changes ( such as during battery charging ) . The 20 ment a charger system can be configured so that it recog 
output of the regulator is then directed to circuitry such as a nizes such a receiver and controls the output to within its 
power management IC ( PMIC ) , or to a battery for charging , target range . However , in other instances receivers may be 
or directly connected to the device for use in instances where designed as described above that can tolerate a larger V 
the receiver acts as a power supply to a device without range by using an output receiver regulator stage to allow 

multi - receiver charging . internal batteries , or a combination of the above . Where an In accordance with an embodiment , to address these use output regulator stage is used in a receiver it is critical for the cases , the charger hardware , firmware or software can be wireless receiver not to exceed the maximum rated input configured to recognize the presence of such receivers and voltage of the output stage regulator or to drop below a level operate using a different algorithm to keep one or several 
required so that the output voltage from the regulator could receiver voltage ranges to within a larger acceptable range , 
no longer be maintained at the required value . Various types and provide multi - receiver charging capability . This allows 
of output stage regulator such as buck , boost , buck - boost , one charger to be interoperable with two or more protocols 
linear etc. , can be used as this output stage . However , in and systems . 
general , inclusion of a regulator and / or a charger IC or PMIC In accordance with an embodiment , the charger systems 
chip ( for batteries ) relaxes the power / voltage regulation or protocols can employ different power transfer and / or 
requirements of the wireless power receiver portion of the communication frequencies , or different communication 

methods ( e.g. , in - band through coil , and out of band through circuit at the expense of the additional size and cost of this Wi - Fi or Bluetooth or proprietary systems ) to communicate component . In accordance with some embodiments , simpler and also transfer power to receivers utilizing different pro voltage limiting output stages such as Zener diodes , TVS or tocols . The approaches described herein can be used to 
other voltage limiting or clamping ICs or circuits , can be 40 enable interoperability between such systems . 
used . In accordance with an embodiment , the charger can use 

In accordance with another embodiment , the receiver can one or more driving circuits , communication methods or 
also include variable or switchable reactive components protocols and / or charger power or communication coils or 
( capacitors and / or inductors ) that would allow the receiver antennas to simultaneously power different receiver coils 
to change its resonant condition to affect the amount of 45 utilizing different protocols , standards and / or power levels 
power delivered to the device , load or battery . The receiver or voltages . 
and / or charger and / or their coils can also include elements In accordance with an embodiment , the charger coil and 
such as thermistors , magnetic shields or magnetic cores , resonant capacitor are tuned to provide the operating fre 
magnetic sensors , and input voltage filters , for safety and / or quency of the charger , and the associated receiver and its 
emission compliance reasons . 50 resonant capacitor is similarly tuned to the vicinity of the 

In accordance with an embodiment , the systems described same frequency for optimal power transfer . It is possible to 
herein can use discrete electronics components or some or provide and control power to two or more receivers simul 
all of the functions described above can be integrated into an taneously with one or more charger coils , by multiplexing 

the power transfer frequency . Application Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) or MCMs to In accordance with another embodiment , the charger can achieve smaller footprint , better performance , noise , etc. contain several resonant capacitors , such as C1 illustrated in and / or cost advantages . Such integration is common in the FIG . 2 , which can be switched to form resonances with the electronics industry and can provide additional advantages charger coil L1 , and to provide charger resonances at dif 
here . ferent frequencies . For example , depending on the protocol 

While the system above describes a system wherein the 60 of the receiver , the charger can be configured to switch to use 
communication is primarily through the coil , as described a different C1 in series with its coil to optimize power 
earlier , communication can also be implemented through a transfer at the preferred operating frequency of receivers 
separate coil , RF , optical system or a combination of the from different protocols . 
above . In such circumstances , a multi - protocol system can In accordance with an embodiment , the charger can first 
also be used to interoperate between systems with different 65 use one C1 value and perform a ping operation to discover 
communication and / or control protocols or even means of receivers adhering to a frequency of operation with that 
communication . capacitor value and with the appropriate communication 
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protocol . If an appropriate receiver is discovered , it can communication . The two different sections can also use 
continue to provide power at that frequency and protocol . If different or same frequency for power transfer as needed to 
no such receiver is found , it can switch to use a different optimize performance for the associated receivers . 
value of C1 , and repeat the ping and rotate between different In accordance with an embodiment , each charger section 
C1 values and ping frequencies until appropriate receiver or can also charge or power multiple receivers placed on that 
receivers are discovered . An advantage of using several section . As can be seen , such an embodiment allows the 
capacitors and switching between them for different proto system designer to optimize the performance of a charger to 
cols and / or operating frequencies is that higher power trans power or charge multiple device types appropriately . In the 
fer efficiencies and / or communication may be obtained example shown in FIG . 20 , an electronic display device with 
compared to using a fixed C1 value . 10 a very narrow and small receiver area can be charged 
Multi - Device Charging position - free when it is placed on the outer regions of the 
FIG . 17 illustrates a charger 230 for use in coupling to a pad , while another device such as a mobile phone with a 

blade type receiver in the outer perimeter of the charger receiver that may be larger ( e.g. , with a flat coil with flux 
surface , which can be used to power a device or receiver guide as shown on the back of the device ) can be charged in 
having a geometry similar to that shown in FIG . 7 or 8 , in 15 the central area of the charger . Such a combined perfor 
this example an electronic glasses device 232 . mance charger may be useful in various applications , and for 

In accordance with an embodiment , the system allows an end - user . 
mixing or combining of different technologies on the same The above description and embodiments are not intended 
charger and / or receiver , or different locations or areas of the to be exhaustive , and are instead intended to only show some 
same charger . As an illustrative example , it may be desirable 20 examples of the rich and varied products and technologies 
to charge two types of device simultaneously with different that can be envisioned and realized by various embodiments . 
characteristics . For example , FIG . 18 and FIG . 19 show It will be evident to persons skilled in the art that these and 
embodiments 240 , 250 wherein the charger includes a large other embodiments can be combined to produce combina 
magnetic / ferrite layer below . A plurality ( e.g. , two or more ) tions of above techniques , to provide useful effects and 
separate coil structures are used on top of the magnetic layer 25 products . 
in the charger to provide , in this example , two or more Some aspects of embodiments of the present invention 
different sections ( areas ) with different operating principles can be conveniently implemented using a conventional 
or protocols and / or driving and / or communication sections . general purpose or a specialized digital computer , micro 

In the example shown in FIG . 18 , the central portion can processor , or electronic circuitry programmed according to 
use one central coil to create a flux guide charge section , as 30 the teachings of the present disclosure . Appropriate software 
described above in accordance with the embodiment in FIG . coding can readily be prepared by skilled programmers and 
5. In conjunction with an appropriate flux guide type of circuit designers based on the teachings of the present 
receiver coil , this can provide position - independent charging disclosure , as will be apparent to those skilled in the art . 
or power transfer in this central section . In addition , as In some embodiments , the present invention includes a 
further shown in FIG . 18 , another larger coil area can be 35 computer program product which is a storage medium 
integrated into the charger and used to create a larger charger ( media ) having instructions stored thereon which can be 
area to be used with a receiver similar to the solenoid or used to program a computer to perform any of the processes 
blade type receiver coils described above . of the present invention . The storage medium can include , 

In accordance with an embodiment , since the operating but is not limited to , any type of disk including floppy disks , 
frequency of each coil is defined by its inductance and 40 optical discs , DVD , CD - ROMs , microdrive , and magneto 
associated resonant capacitor , the embodiments of the sys optical disks , ROMs , RAMS , EPROMs , EEPROMs , 
tem shown in FIGS . 18 and 19 can be provided so that the DRAMS , VRAMs , flash memory devices , magnetic or opti 
two coils operate either in similar , or in completely different , cal cards , nanosystems ( including molecular memory ICs ) , 
frequency range ( frequency multiplexing ) to power any or any type of media or device suitable for storing instruc 
associated receivers . In accordance with an embodiment , 45 tions and / or data . 
each coil can be driven by a separate driver circuit and The foregoing description of the present invention has 
communicate with the associated receivers using load modu been provided for the purposes of illustration and descrip 
lation , RF or optical communication channels or combina tion . It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the 
tion thereof as described earlier , and can be completely invention to the precise forms disclosed . Many modifica 
independent . 50 tions and variations will be apparent to the practitioner 

In accordance with another embodiment 260 shown in skilled in the art . The embodiments were chosen and 
FIG . 20 , two charger coils for charging two different types described in order to best explain the principles of the 
of devices or receivers can be provided as distinct coils that invention and its practical application , thereby enabling 
are physically separated from one another in space and others skilled in the art to understand the invention for 
location . For example , a charger coil can be used to provide 55 various embodiments and with various modifications that 
magnetic field and efficient coupling to a blade type receiver are suited to the particular use contemplated . It is intended 
in the outer perimeter of a charger surface and used to power that the scope of the invention be defined by the following 
a receiver in a geometry similar to shown in FIG . 7 or 8 , claims and their equivalents . 
while a charger optimized for flux guide power transfer 
( using a geometry such as that shown in FIGS . 5 and 6 ) can What is claimed is : 
be used in the center of the charger . 1. A wireless power receiver for powering or charging an 

In accordance with an embodiment , the two coils can be electric or electronic device or battery or a mobile electronic 
distinct or driven by different power drivers and / or use system such as a vehicle or robot , consisting of a receiver 
different communication systems and / or protocols . As an coil of a blade or thin solenoid shape / geometry that includes 
example , one of the coils and its associated electronics may 65 a larger surface in a first dimension and a smaller surface in 
use in - band or load modulation for communication and a second and / or third dimension , which receives power 
control , and the other one may use out of band or RF inductively from a wireless charger , 
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wherein the charger is a source of an alternating magnetic radios , clocks , speakers , gaming devices , game controllers , 
field to charge or power one or multiple wireless power toys , remote controllers , power tools , cash register , delivery 
receivers or devices having small surface areas or or other type of scanners , construction tools , office equip 
volumes , and ment , robots including vacuum cleaning robots , floor wash 

further wherein the receiver coil has the smaller surface 5 ing robots , pool cleaning robots , gutter cleaning robots or 
facing a charging surface of the charger , and robots used in hospital , clean room , military or industrial 

still further wherein the electric or electronic device or environments , industrial tools , mobile vacuum cleaners , 
battery or the mobile electronic system such as the medical or dental tools , medical stretcher batteries , military 
vehicle or robot communicate user data with the char equipment or tools , kitchen appliances , mixers , cookers , can 
ger or a system that the charger is integrated into . 10 openers , food or beverage heaters or coolers such as elec 

2. The receiver of claim 1 , wherein magnetic or ferrite trically powered beverage mugs , massagers , adult toys , 
material or layers are added to or otherwise integrated with lights or light fixtures , signs or displays , or advertising 
the top and / or bottom of the receiver to aid in the applications , electronic magazines or newspapers or maga 
guidance of flux generated in the receiver coil . zines or newspapers containing an electronic and / or display 

3. The receiver of claim 1 , wherein the receiver coil 15 part , printers , fax machines , scanners , electric vehicles , 
includes a flux guide material such as ferrite with perme electric golf carts , buses , trains , motorcycles or bicycles , 
ability greater than 1 , wherein when the receiver is placed on personal mobility ( e.g. , Segway type ) devices , trains or other 
the charge at an axis perpendicular to or at an angle sufficient vehicles or mobile transportation machines , and other bat 
to receive a substantially perpendicular flux from the char tery or electrically powered devices or products or a product 
ger , the axis is perpendicular to a tangent plane associated 20 that is a combination of the products listed above . 
with the surface of the charger . 5. The receiver of claim 1 , wherein the receiver coil 

4. The receiver of claim 1 , wherein the electronic device includes a flux guide material such as ferrite with perme 
selected from batteries , cell phones , smart phones , cordless ability greater than 1 , with an axis perpendicular to or at an 
phones , communication devices , heads - up displays , wear angle sufficient to receive a substantially perpendicular flux 
able computer with head mounted display , 3 - d TV glasses , 25 from the charger , and the axis is perpendicular to a tangent 
wearable electronic glasses , wearable computer or commu plane associated with the surface of the charger . 
nication devices , communication or display watches , 6. The receiver of claim 1 , wherein the charger and the pagers , 
personal data assistants , portable media players , global receiver to be powered or charged communicate to deter 
positioning ( GPS ) devices , powered headphones or noise mine optimum powering or charging . 
cancelling headphones , Bluetooth headsets and other 30 7. The receiver of claim 1 , wherein the receiver or the 
devices , shavers , watches , tooth brushes , calculators , cam electronic or electric device can be configured to detect the 
eras , optical scopes , infrared viewers , computers , laptops , orientation or front - back placement of the device during 
tablets , netbooks , keyboards , computer mice , book readers charging and perform additional contextually - aware func 

tions . or email devices , pagers , computer monitors , televisions , 
music or movie players and recorders , storage devices , 


